
Putney Friends Meeting 

Minutes of a Called Meeting First day, Seventh Month, 15th, 2015 

 

Present: Roger Jasaitis(clerk), John Leppman, Francie Marbury, Julie Forsythe, Tom Hoskins, Mary Oeser, 
Nancy Pike, Ellen Forsythe, Jim Nortz, Sheila Garrett, Ian Conway, Susan Slowinski, Janice Baldwin, Eva 
Mondon, Doug Cox, Viv Woodland, Mike Herbert, Nancy Middleton, Laurie Coursin, Michelle Wright, 
Francis Herbert, Cookie Forsythe (acting recording clerk) 

 

We opened in Worship.  Doug Cox offered a prayer. 

The clerk read the minute under consideration for this called Meeting: 

“to discern whether the Meeting will recommend to the Ministry and Counsel committee that 
they consider affirming a gift of vocal ministry in Noah Merrill?” 

The clerk also noted that available for review were the Travel minute approved by this Meeting June 
2016 as well as the Minute of exercise from May 2018. 

Out of the deep, welcoming silence, many friends spoke. Friends shared of their deep respect and 
admiration for the work that Noah undertakes in the world.  

Other Friends spoke to the quality of his vocal ministry in Putney and that it does not always speak to 
us personally. Friends also gave witness to how his ministry has been of personal help, both through 
ministry in Meeting as well as personal interaction. 

Some expressed their discomfort with the naming of a recorded minister.  “we need to protect the 
oneness and equality within our community”.   We have so many individuals who contribute richness 
to our community. 

Several others shared their sense that the recording Noah as a minister would help him as he shares 
our views with the greater world; as he helps others understand who we are as Quakers.  Although 
the language is difficult, the title can be seen as a tool to help Noah in his work to interpret Quakers to 
a wider community. 

Others shared from their personal journey in exploring this.  The visit from Chuck Chuck Schobert 
(Madison (WI) Monthly Meeting, Northern Yearly Meeting, FWCC Traveling Ministry Corps), a 
workshop on Vocal Ministry at Mount Toby, and the reading of the S. Bownas book on the 
Qualifications necessary to a Minister.   There is gratitude for the opportunity to examine thinking and 
listening and to open up to look at what is fresh.  Language is difficult.  Shobert’s visit highlighted the 
power of inter-visitation and the opportunities for listening and for deeper sharing that can be created 
by those traveling in the ministry. He asked how he might do better. His visit highlighted the point that 
being called is not about being so good, but rather it is a journey.  The workshop highlighted the 
variety of ministry and the corporate nature of the task.   The reading of Bownas also helped highlight 
the importance of inter-visitation and that the work of one called to vocal ministry goes beyond the 
local meeting. 

Friends were encouraged to see this as an opportunity to support the work in the wider Quaker 
community and to be bold in thinking about how we address the process.  We are not being asked 
only to record Noah as the minister of our Meeting, but his gift for vocal ministry which goes beyond 
our Meeting. 



Others spoke to the need to consider Noah’s ministry to younger friends.  Younger friends need peer 
role models.  This is an opportunity to encourage the work with younger friends.  Young Friends are 
watching PFM in our discernment, as those called to ministry also are looking to this process. 

Friends were grateful for the deep work done by Ministry and Council and the Oversight Committees 
over the year and half that we have been considering this. 

As there continues to be no clear unity to move forward with a recommendation, the clerk asked that 
we acknowledge what we are united in.   

Friends acknowledge Noah’s ministry as work of a Friend in the wider world, although his ministry 
does not always speak to us personally. 

There is a unified sense in the Meeting that we continue to affirm the Travel Minute of 2016: 

Noah Merrill is a member of Putney Friends Meeting whose spiritual wisdom is cherished. We 
recognize the gift of ministry given through him. We are grounding his service through nurture 
and oversight. Noah's work is the work of the Meeting.  

Noah's faith has served as an instrument of Love in times of trouble. He seeks to live in and be 
open to the Life and Power of God. We witness this.  

Under the guidance of the Spirit and with the prayers of Friends, may his service among you 
be faithful.   

We agree that the clerk will form an ad hoc committee of friends in order to further discern and create 
one or two minutes for the consideration of the Monthly Meeting which address both our 
acknowledgement of Noah’s work and an opportunity to define a process for naming gifts which 
works for Putney Friends. 

The on-going task of this meeting is to know and love one another. 

 

We ended in prayer. 

 

Carol Forsythe, recorder 

 

Roger Jasaitis, Clerk 

 


